
Family is everything, but does it
strangle the individual? How to deal
with the wild emotions within oneself?
Lords & Ladies features Matt Snyder's award-
winning roleplaying game Dust Devils, transposing it
to the milieu of Romanticism. The setting was
specially created for the 1st Trans-Atlantic Setting
Design Challenge in 2006, established to portray
pressing issues of modern roleplaying game setting
design. Later on I aimed to develop playing with a
pending conflict and building conflicts into real plot
twisters.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
REVOLUTION

The modern world had its birth bangs in the end
of the 18th century. The revolutions in America
1776 and in France 1789 raised such issues as
independence, liberation and freedom. Through
the next 50 years they found their place in the
political system of England, despite the
conservative parties’ resistance and claims that
revolution would bring only anarchy and
destruction.

The cultural battle was between individualism
and collectivism. Its effect on art was complex
and multifaceted. Still, one thing the new art had
in common was a refusal of the roots of the
past, a breakaway from tradition. This art trend
came to England from Germany. An entire
sentimental segment of literature was based on
the tension between romantic love and filial
obedience that warned women not to follow
their feelings blindly. In theatre dramatic
melodrama ended with either tragic or comic
resolutions.

Lords & Ladies, an adaptation of Matt Snyder's
Dust Devils, is set in this era and deals with these
issues. It's not supposed to be historically
accurate: the purpose is not to imitate but to deal
with romantic themes. Therefore the setting is
fluid and built from romantic genre-elements to

match each group’s particular needs. Still, certain
things are set. The game revolves around the
high class life, and the basic milieu is a family
estate.

NEW SHEETS

In order to tune Dust Devils to the romance,
some changes needs to be made. The manner
and methodology of play — Dealer advice, if
you will — is somewhat restructured. But first
come the changes to the character creation.
Notice that each participant should make a
character, a protagonist, for himself.

The character creation process ought to be done
together, with the whole group in attendance.
After all, Lords & Ladies is not about lone
characters, but about human relationships:
everybody should be able to participate in the
same story. Try to create characters that interest
at least one other participant.

Culturally anachronistic characters are up to the
players as long as the main themes are still
concordant with Romanticism. To elaborate:
while it would have been unthinkable for Jane
Austen to depict homosexual characters, for
instance, this is far from impossible for players,
who can do so and more without fundamentally
altering the precepts of Romanticism.

Always resignation and
acceptance. Always
prudence and honour
and duty. Elinor, where
is your heart?

- Sense and Sensibility,
1995 movie

The man who, solely
from regard to the
opinion of others, and
without any wish or
necessity of his own, toils
after gold, honour, or
any other phantom, is
no better than a fool.

- Goethe, The Sorrows of
Young Werther, 1774
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Scores are used in the same manner as in Dust
Devils, though they are redefined to match the
genre.

"Hand" becomes Family («). This score describes
the character's standing among his kin. Low
Family means that he might be able to claim
wealthy relatives while having little power of his
own. A character with high Family has some sort
of title, like duke or bishop, and is a major figure
in his family, having much say in decision-making.

"Eye" becomes Assets (©). It shows how wealthy
the character is. Assets doesn't cover only money,
but also lands, property and connections outside
the family as well. Low value means that the
character lives as a modest gentleman, while a high
value indicates lands, comfortable estates,
servants, high incomes and lots of connections.

"Guts" turns into Experience (¨). Varied
experiences contribute a respectable reputation
among the peers of the character. So while a
character with low Experience has hardly ever left
his home, high Experience signifies university
studies in either Cambridge or Oxford, war
experience in Europe or successful colonial
adventures in India.

"Heart" becomes Charisma (ª). This covers
good manners, style and in lesser extent outlooks.
It has nothing to do with morals, just with
elegance. Low Charisma indicates a character that
is shy, a bit clumsy and a brute with words, while a
high Charisma makes him into a distinguished
gentleman.

In Dust Devils you may end up setting Scores in
opposition to how you describe the character or
what could be presumed from the character’s
background. In Lords & Ladies, on the contrary,
the Scores should describe the character in a
plain and realistic manner.

"Traits" are substituted with Symbols. These are
surroundings, elements or activities that fortify
the character when found in the same scene.
Game mechanically they work the same.

"Past & Present" are Others & Self in Lords &
Ladies. Others refers to how other people see
the character, what kind of position do they
grant for him in the society or what they expect
him to become one day. Self is about the
character's self image, what he himself thinks he
is or what he believes to be or hopes to become.
Treat Others and Self like you would use Past or
Present. Also, during the character creation, use
them to compliment and comment the
character's Passion.

The "Devil" is renamed Passion. It is the
character's great desire, which leads him into
conflict with his close relationships. Passion is
the central drive of the character, the very thing
that lights his soul aflame; it's the emotional
force that rages within him. The character may
or may not follow it, but his story is basically
about coming into terms with his Passion and
the consequences of following or denying it. No

Admirers
Alcohol

Bible 
Dancing

Dogs
Duelling

Embroidery
Forest

French
Gambling 

Games
Horses

Idleness
Masquerade

Music
Painting

Poetry
Poor people

Reading
Shopping

Suitors
Tea 

Theatre
Writing

Some examples of Symbols

Actress
Aunt

Bastard
Bishop
Broke

Capitalist
Captain

Daughter
Doctor

Drunkard
Duke

Father

Foster child
Hedonist

Heir
Idealist

Landowner
Lover

Member of
parliament

Philantropist
Preacher

Widow

Some examples of Others & Self



matter what he chooses, drama ensues. See the
list for examples. Unlike the Devil, the Passion's
value is always three.

Some Passions might require a bit of crafting
into an individual value-scheme by fleshing it
out with a sentence or two. This provides a
context for the Passion and helps in finding
different views on the same Passion. Without
this players might be at loss with too vague a
concept: Love, for instance, could mean any
caring relationship between two characters.

The support characters have neither Symbols
nor Passion. This doesn't mean that they have
weak motivations, but that they aren't game-
mechanically as strong as the protagonist player
characters. The support characters have a
"Position", which simply tells to whom and how
they are related.

THE MAP OF DRAMA

When preparing for the game, first create the
protagonists. Then it is time to draw the
Relationship map. The map is a sheet of paper
on which all the important characters are placed,
the player characters taking pride of place.
Other named characters will then be added as
they are created and needed during the game.
Any characters with familial or passionate

relations will be connected with lines to create
the map. Using different colours for different
relationships might help to make the map
clearer, too. When finished, the map should be
laid in the middle of the table to help the players
to remember who is who and how they are
related to one another.

The objective is to connect some characters to
each protagonist. The connected ones can be
either PCs or NPCs, which ever fit better -
naturally, when using an NPC, fill a support
character sheet for him. Start the map by
assigning a target character for each player
character's Passion. For an example, if a
patriarch’s Passion was “Honour of the family”,
the target character could be the eldest son of
the family, who has to reach a successful
marriage for the family name to survive and
flourish.

When all protagonists have a defined target for
their Passion, add a hindering character to the
relationship. For the patriarch example, this
could be a low class girl whom the son loves. In
general, the hindering character is somebody
who makes fulfilling the Passion harder. He is
like a whisper in the character's ear saying that
chasing the Passion is madness. Then assign a
bolstering character. He is someone who, in one
way or another, encourages the character to go
for his Passion. In the given example it could be
the head of another family, who keeps insisting

Abolition of slavery
Adventure
Agrarian economy
Art
Capitalism
Democratic politics
Honour
Jealousy
Liberty
Love
Methodism
Missionary work
Patriotism
Pleasure
Proclamation of conversion
Quakerism
Success of the family
Traditional politics
Unity of the family
Utopianism
War
Wealth

Some examples of Passion



that the family is the only thing that lasts in this
world. Notice that hindering and bolstering
characters are by their narrative role above all
connected to the protagonist’s Passion, not to
the person. The hindering character is not
necessarily the arch enemy, but might sincerely
care about the player character and the
bolstering character is not necessarily the best
friend, but might just manipulate the player
character to serve his own means.

Finally you can add any other characters to the
map, like key family members, friends or
enemies. This depends greatly on the overall
number of more important characters in the
game, but it's better to aim for a comfortably
sized relationship map. In general, it should be
expected that some support characters might be
left aside from the central drama.

When creating characters for the relationship
map, do not hesitate to overlap different
protagonists’ target, hindering and bolstering
characters. In other words, the same (support)
character could well mean different things to
different (player) characters. Combining
different character roles in this way is the
primary tool for keeping the number of NPCs
under control and increasing the significance of
each NPC. This also connects the player
characters’ initial situations with each other.
Also, do not forget the possibility for tagging
another protagonist as a target, hindering or

bolstering character, should the player in
question agree. It might also be wise to create
some connections between the support
characters to further tighten the map. Old-
fashioned basic dramatic tendencies - hate, love,
debts, family ties - work fine.

After the map is drawn, the players should write
a short Back Story for their character, based on
the facts established previously in the creative
process. Three or four sentences is quite
enough; the purpose is to recap the Scores,
Symbols, Others & Self and relationships of the
character and thus to turn him into a whole
person. This is the last chance to make
alterations: after this the character is pretty much
locked into his shape. If a player chooses at this
point to ignore some development discussed
earlier it is a strong signal for others to ignore it
as well.

The idea is that the players can play any
character they like, probably excluding other
player characters. The support characters are
convenient and even necessary when playing a
scene in which the player’s own protagonist has
no reason to be. In other words, everyone
should participate in every scene if possible,
choosing a character accordingly.

Few can reason, but all can feel.

- Anna Laetitia Barbauld,
On Romances, 1773



NEW RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT

Let’s start with the things that have been omitted
from the original version. As has already been
mentioned, the Passion rate cannot be changed,
but is permanently set to three. Second thing is
that there's no Recovery: the aim is to keep L&L
games short and conflicts culminating the whole
story. Third, there are no stud hands. This
version is about drama and social relationships,
not about action and adventures.

There is a Dealer in Lords & Ladies, but it is a
role every player must adapt when their turn
comes up, not something that a single
participant would be married with. The player
who has (or had) the longest romantic
relationship starts first as the Dealer. His main
responsibility is to keep the game moving by
making decisions. They don't have to be his own
ideas, or in other words, everyone is free to share
their ideas, but it is up to him to lead the group
from brainstorming and arguing into playing.
When a player has the Dealer role, he isn't
allowed to play his own protagonist. He frames
the scene for others (there's some advice about
this in the next chapter) and after the scene ends,
the player whose character took the spot light in
the previous scene assumes the role of the
Dealer.

The chip currency is slightly different. When
chips are used during the game - in conflicts,
that is - they are put into a pot in the middle of
the table. The winner of the conflict collects
them all as in an ordinary poker game. There are
three other ways of earning more chips, besides
winning conflicts with bets. The first is to act
counter to the Passion. Second, by acting or
narrating your character actions and thoughts so
powerfully and entertainingly that other players
are delighted. Third, by ending a scene without a
conflict.

There are a couple of new ways to use the
Chips.

Raise stakes: Add another intention to the
stakes in conflict or change your stated intention
after seeing your cards (especially if you are
holding winning cards). This can be done several
times in one conflict.

Rewrite relationships: Redefine relationships
that are marked to the relationship map,
provided that they have not yet appeared in the
actual fiction. It's polite to ask permission if you
are going to change the relationships of other
player characters. A player can use a chip for this
only once in a conflict.

Establish facts: This actually covers several
different ways to alter the game fiction. The
player can reveal a secret about another

Drama is to life what
ships are to the sea. A
means to transverse it. To
plumb its depths, breadth
and beauty.

- Mansfield Park, 1999 movie

I'm not sorry. And I'll
not apologize. And I'd as
soon go to Dublin as to
hell.

- Barry Lyndon, 1975 movie



character's present situation or past activities;
again, it's polite to ask before you mess someone
else's player character. Note also that each player
can reveal such things about his own character at
any time. Establishing a fact can also cause
support characters to do things - though these
cannot directly solve any protagonist's Passion -
or cause something to happen to them. Finally
establishing facts can be used to change
something in the game world. So if you wish to
introduce a plot twister like stating that the wife
of a player character is pregnant or that the
peasants are rioting, this is the way to do it. This
can be done several times in one conflict.

Add a support character: Introduce a new
support character and add him to the
relationship map. Remember to connect the
character to others. A single player can attempt
to create only one extra support character in a
conflict.

Chips are associated with the player, not to the
character. So a player can earn and spend his
chips regardless of the character he is playing at
the moment. Players may also give or lend chips
to others, should they wish to do so.

The Narrator decides if the losing party’s betted
chips actually cause their effect to the game
fiction. The fact that the Narrator has the last
word doesn't mean that he has to speak while
everyone else sits quiet. Ultimately the Narrator

only holds the authority to settle possible
disputes concerning the result. Listening to
others' suggestions and contributions is always
wise.

As the Scores describe the character, damage to
them affects the character very concretely.
Losing a point from Family means (for an
example) that the relatives start to disrespect and
resent the character; loss of Assets means losing
significant amounts of money or other wealth;
loss of Experience means that the character's
reputation takes a serious hit; and loss of
Charisma means that others don't consider the
character as charming as they used to. However,
it's worthwhile to notice that dropping Family
from 4 to 2 is a different thing than starting
from the value 2.

After the conflict is narrated, redraw the
relationship map if necessary and continue with
another scene and the winner as the Dealer. It's
especially worthwhile to consider how the
conflict changes NPC reactions to any
characters who participated - and those who
didn't.

Act counter to the Passion
1 chip (once per scene)
Acting / narrating good melodrama
1 chip (once per scene)
Ending a scene without conflicts
1 chip to all players involved in the scene
Win a conflict
all chips in the pot

Chips are earned:

All original purposes from Dust Devils
Except for recovery, that is
Raise stakes
1 chip
Rewrite relationships
1 chip (once per conflict)
Establish facts
1 chip
Add a support character
1 chip (once per conflict)

Chips are spent:



HOW TO PLAY THE
DRAMA

The premise of Lords & Ladies is the question
about the inner tension. What to do when heart
says one thing and people around - the loved
and respected ones - say differently? Or when
heart rebels against duties set by the family?
How to settle this kind of conflict, or at least get
along with it? As following one's Passion means
engaging into a real conflict with other people,
how far the character is willing to take this? On
the other hand, how long is one going to
suppress his own desires and obey others?

Lords & Ladies is a bit more scenario-based
than Dust Devils. Approach is more straight-
forward and the conflict with one's family is
obvious. It's about making a decision and living
with the consequences. This should lead into a
shorter games, simply because without the
recovery the characters can lose only a couple of
conflicts before the final scene is triggered.
After the tension caused by a character's Passion
is solved, the player may opt to move his
character among the support characters. The
players of early finished characters just play in
support for others until the end of the game.

On the level of game mechanics, delaying the
end might be necessary in order to tell the story,

so reread that part from the original game (Dust
Devils Revenged, p. 22).

On the level of techniques, there are a couple of
tricks to make the romantic story more
compelling.

Monologues & dialogues: Expressing the
protagonists' inner voice can contribute much to
the game, as it is about what the characters feel.
Dialogues with other characters are also very
good for this, especially because the player can
reveal the character's real thoughts in
monologue, and then hide their true emotions in
a dialogue - hidden feelings are essential to all
romantic drama. Telling a lively story (Dust
Devils Revenged, p. 14) also gives good advice.

Use of support characters: Always go for the
consequences. The support characters are the
actual game world, which should react to the
characters' actions. Someone definitely has
something to say, no matter what the character
does, and this should be one of the main
guidelines for whoever works as the Dealer. This
is further maintained by the fact that Lords &
Ladies is a family saga. The characters are
connected through blood ties, which make them
a family, and thus responsible to one another.

When playing the support characters, remember
that they are there because of the Passion. Use
hindering characters to make achieving the

Romanticism is precisely
situated neither in choice
of subject nor exact
truth, but in a way of
feeling

- Charles Baudelaire,
1821-1867



Passion hard, but not impossible. Likewise use
bolstering characters to make the Passion more
alluring, but never free. If the character is going
for the Passion, bring in the hindering character
and vice versa. On the other hand, overdoing
this causes the support characters appear
inhuman and makes ignoring them easier for the
player. One good way to prevent this is giving
support characters such motives, that they
naturally interact with the character in the
proper way. So the hindering characters need the
protagonists to stay as they are and the
bolstering characters need the protagonists to act
and change.

Chronicles of a family: While the actual game
play might be relatively short, the game fiction
can well describe long periods of time. The
oldest generation may well pass away and the
new be born before the story reaches its end. It
is also a good way to find a way ahead after the
characters have seemingly made up their mind
but The End is still not triggered. On the other
hand there's no reason to stretch the story; when
the tensions are solved through definitive
decisions, it's time for the curtain, whether the
characters have reached the mechanical final
scene or not.

FUEL FOR PASSION

As was mentioned before, the setting of Lords
& Ladies is fluid. Pick things that you need to
underline and deal with selected Passions. Bend
historical facts if necessary for the drama. Here
is some information related to the previously
mentioned Passions in order to give inspiration
for fleshing them out.

About family: In the 18th century England a
person's social status was set by his personal
connections. For the aristocrats the family was in
the key position: it stated where one belongs and
what one must do. The authority was built on
the shoulders of the husband and father. He
held the peak of responsibility, as he had to
consider "those who are living, those who are
dead, and those who are yet to born". The eldest
son was the heir: according to the law and well-
established custom, the whole landed estate
passes to him along with the aristocratic title
(this order could be changed through a will).
The wife was a free servant and a child-bearer;
though at the dawn of the new century her role
gave more liberties, the motherhood was still
essential. The younger sons and daughters could
live relatively freely, even if their marriages were
often set for the benefit of the family. If
daughters could not be married, they become
aunts, protectors of the family and leaders of

Lord Wessex: "How is this to end?"
Queen Elizabeth: "As stories must
when love's denied, with tears and a
journey."

- Shakespeare in Love, 1998



the servants. Adoption was also widely
exercised, within and without the family.

Family situations could become really
complicated as many wives died in childbirth,
leaving the men to remarry. As the husbands
were often older than their wives, many died of
some disease or due to unhealthy lifestyle,
leaving thus the widow, who was then
approached by opportunistic young men in
hopes of good living. On top of this were of
course men's extramarital relationships and
possible adoptions.

About love and marriage: Marriage was the
central mean to sustain and hone the family's
position and wealth. The high society wished to
remain closed, so marriages were often set even
within families: cousin marriages were common.
On the other hand intermarriage between high
and middle class was sometimes necessary in
order to gain the riches of the middle class. The
idea of romantic love was thus applied to justify
a family's attempts of achieving wealth. Divorce
was practically impossible, as it required an Act
of the Parliament. Escaping from the whole
social circle was often the only way to undo
marriage.

Infidelity was connected to property; as was
mentioned, the legitimate heir was crucial to the
family. Therefore adultery was far more serious
for wives than for husbands. On the other hand

if the future of the family was secured, sexuality
was controlled only by custom. The concept of
Sapphism was widely known, even if these kinds
of “French ideas” were socially frowned upon.
Celibacy wasn't seen as social stigma, provided
that the person had enough wealth and someone
else (the eldest son) had taken care of continuity
of the family.

About wealth: 18th century saw the rise of
middle class and capitalism. The high class was
divided in their relation to this, as others
cherished the ideal of egalitarian country
romance, while others hailed the laissez-faire
capitalism. The actual industrialisation took
place in the latter half of the 19th century: in the
end of 18th century England was still an
agricultural country. This also supported the
gentry, as land was the key to economics.

Wealth had its meaning and it helped movement
within classes, but class division was still strict.
The inheritance of rank was more important
than any amount of gained wealth.

About politics: Public life was for men only.
Women didn't even have vocabulary to express
their political position, as all political virtues
were masculine. Conservatism held its position
in the political sphere, mostly because the power
was in the hands of the nobility. Land owners
and other rich folk supported anti-Jacobin
(traditionalism against French revolutionary

Do you forget what it's
like without money? I
found money is the
most important thing
in the world. And I
don't intend to be
without it ever again.

- Gone with the Wind,
1939 movie



Jacobinism) Tories, while the rising middle class
struggled for power under the representation of
Whigs.

One of the key questions of the time was the
position of slaves especially in the Caribbean
sugar plantation: abolition was achieved in the
1830s. Another issue was the early
industrialisation, which was accused of
pollution, poverty, urbanization and
demoralization. There were also riots and
protest movements, though not so much against
machinery but against too high prices. In
addition there was a trend of utopianism, which
dreamed of perfect societies established in the
natural environment of the colonies.

About art: The landowning high class didn't
have to work: fortunes were gained through
tenancy and over-seas colonial investments.
Therefore they had a lot of time to spend for
leisure.

All different art forms were popular: theatre was
all about Shakespeare; music lived the era of
great classical composers; romantic poetry was
widespread; the literature form of novel was
invented; painting gained a lot of influences
from the Romantic trends. Art was spontaneous
and home-made but also supported by rich
patrons. Moreover, lots of money was spent for
other forms of aesthetics, like decoration,
architecture, jewellery and luxurious shopping.

About adventure and other countries: Since
everything was seemingly well at home, some
restless souls looked for adventure elsewhere.
Napoleon challenged England during his own
time (1805-1815), causing strong patriotism and
investments in naval forces (which eventually
managed to beat Napoleon's forces). The more
peaceful direction was towards the Pacific in the
search of new lands and trade routes. The east
coast of Australia was mapped and established
as a colony in 1770.

As for colonies, West India was important for its
sugar plantations and East India (mainly India)
for other raw materials. East India Trading
Company was the most famous, but not the only
one of its kind. America gained its
independence in 1776, but remained afterwards
as a place to go in order to get rich - or to fulfil
utopian ideas.

About religion: Anglican Church was infamous
for its corruption — the land owners' hand
stretched far — and tax abuses, but people
weren't against religion as such. A loose
grouping of anticlerical Nonconformity or
Dissent gained a lot support at that time.

The other major group was Quakers, or the
Society of Friends. They had no institution
whatsoever and cherished silence and pacifism.
They exercised philanthropic activities, mainly
different ways of charity to the poor. The other

I cannot see things as
you do; but I ought to
believe you to be right
rather than myself, and
I am very much obliged
to you for trying to
reconcile me to what
must be.

- Jane Austen,
Mansfield Park, 1814



group was Methodism, which emphasized clear
conversion, which manifested in personal faith,
moral life and private worship. They did
widespread missionary work in the colonies, but
proclaimed also in England.

ONE STEP FURTHER

These last three topics aren't related to any
single Passion. The first one holds details about
romanticism, which the players can use to add
some more flavour into the game. The second
presents an alternative for England and the third
introduces the grimmer sister of romanticism.
All are here as examples of taking Lords &
Ladies a step further, to give romantic themes
more depth and variation.

About manners: Class division was clear and a
fact of life. However, it didn't mean plain
degradation of the non-aristocrats. Upside
down, everyone's effort for the organic
hierarchical society was needed and arrogance
towards lower classes would only express
ignorance and bad manners. On the other hand,
there were some minorities, which were
generally considered unwelcome, such as
Negros, Gypsies and Jews.

If the players are interested in showing this in
their own game, one good way is to use the titles.

The actual system of titles and the right ways to
address people was quite complex, so here it is
simplified a lot for convenience. Higher ones are
called "sir" or "my lady / milady", while peer
aristocrats are "lords" or "ladies". Use only
family names and add the estate with "of", like
"lord Templeton of Lancaster". This applies to
all, even between family members. Because the
social life was essential to everyone, there were
constantly all kinds of gatherings. If the players
have no idea for a scene, use either a party or a
family meal.

About Ireland: Lords & Ladies is written about
the late 18th century English high class society,
but Ireland is close enough to add some extra
flavour. This stubborn colony was joined in
England through the Act of Union in 1801.
Before (and after) that there was constant
friction between the nations, which erupted as a
military rebellion in 1798.

Using Ireland as a setting contributes additional
tension, as there was a constantly urgent issue of
patriotism about the relation to England. The
other debated question was the religious
opposition between Catholics and Protestants.

About Gothic themes: Lords & Ladies is not a
Gothic game - proceeding with these issues
ought to be done cautiously. However,
Gothicism is the sister of Romanticism, so
something should be said. Gothic atmosphere

Why be nervous? The
past is dead.

- Wuthering Heights, 1939



manifests itself best as unruly or unsocial
Passions, spiced with ghosts and other
supernatural occurrences representing the
haunting family past, hereditary curses and cruel
fate.

Male Gothic authors wrote about primal oedipal
conflicts between sons and fathers. The genre
was dominated by woman authors, who
displayed daughters' struggle with their
patriarchal fathers, uncles or priests, incest being
the central trauma. Twisted and confused
individuals and relationships are the very essence
of Gothic fiction.

FINAL WORD: THANK YOU

The first version of Lords & Ladies was written
for the 1st Trans-Atlantic Setting Design
Challenge in 2006 during the last weeks of
December. It didn't even make it to the finals.

My most humble thanks to Eero Tuovinen for
editing, Jari Tuovinen for illustrations and
Markku Tuovinen for proof reading; without
their effort the game would be awkward and
ugly as hell. Likewise, thanks go to Matt Snyder
for graciously allowing the use of his excellent
game system for this experiment. Thanks to Paul
Czege, who paved the way for dealing with
human relationships in My Life With Master,
and Enda Walsh for inspiration and lending me
Mansfield Park.

Another set of credits go to different sources of
influences. The relationship map is from Ron
Edward's Sorcerer's Soul; the idea of different

kinds of player roles is from
Ben Lehman's Polaris; the

revolving Dealer duty is
from Alexander Cherry's

Fastlane and Eero Tuovinen's
Zombie Cinema and bits of

the playing advice are from
James Brown's Death's Door and

Timothy Kleinert's The Mountain
Witch.

Tell you what, we coulda had a good life together!
Fuckin' real good life! Had us a place of our own. But
you didn't want it, Ennis! So what we got now is
Brokeback Mountain! Everything's built on that!

- Brokeback Mountain,
2005


